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To complete the online reservation form, go to
www.pfw.edu/student-life.

 
Board and Card Games can be checked out at the Office of

Student Life, located in Walb Union 210.
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Light Up Letters
2

Can spell out #DONLIFE OR PURDUEFW

To reserve the Light Up Letters, please contact the Student Life Office at 260-481-6609.



Spirit Mark 
2 available

Purdue FW Signature
4 available

Tents and Accessories
Gold Information

2 available

Plain White - Canvas
5 available

Tent Walls
8 sets available

Tent Lights
 21 available

Tent Lanterns
9 available

Tent Fans
16 available
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Gold Check-In
2 available



Beverage Tanker - large
3 available

Coffee Urn
2 available

Food Machines
Cotton Candy Machine

1 available - supplies sold separately

Hot Plate
2 available

Nacho Cheese Warmer
1 available

 Popcorn Machine
 1 available - supplies sold separately

Roasting Pan
4 available

Snow Cone Maker
1 available - supplies sold separately
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Table Cloth - for 6' Table
60 available

Round Table Cloth
60 available

Black Cocktail Table Cover
12 available

Table Covers

Gold Cocktail Table Cover
12 available

Gold Table Runner 
25 available

Orange Table Runner
25 available

 Red Table Runner
 25 available

Valentine Table Runner
3 available
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Artificial Grass Wall
12 pieces of 20" x 20" 

Black Backdrop Curtain
2 panels of 5' x 10' each

Black Sequin Curtains
6 panels of 2' x 8' each

Backdrops

Black with Golden Spots
8' x 8' on cloth

Fall Forest Path
8' x 10' on vinyl

Glow Splatter
8' x 6' on vinyl

Gold Sequin Curtains
6 panels of 2' x 8' each

Halloween Theme Gate
10' x 10' on vinyl

Hawaiian Beach
10' x 8' on cloth
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LED Light Curtain
300 lights 9.8' x 9.8'

White Chiffon Panel
5' x 10'

Old Barn Backdrop
 10' x 8' on vinyl

Backdrops

Purdue Fort Wayne Backdrop
10' x 10' on vinyl

Rainbow Neon Splatter 
10' x 8' on cloth

Snowflake Backdrop
8' x 10' on cloth

Valentine Backdrop
 10' x 8' on fabric

Yellow Curtain Plain
2 panels of 5' x 10' each
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Plain White/Green Curtain
5' x 10' cloth



Baskets with Fall Foliage
10 available

Light up Trees
15 available

Mason Jars with Leaves/Lights
12 sets available

Decorations

Love Ceramic Sculpture
12 available

Table Mirrors
30 available

Vases
Various sizes/styles
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Various
sizes/styles



6 foot foldable table 
4 available

Electric Balloon Pump
1 available

Black Lights
8 available

Misc. Items

Disco Party Light - plug in
4 available

Disco Party Light - USB
4 available

Purdue Fort Wayne Arch
1 available

 Wacky Wavy
 4 available

Button Maker - 1" or 2 3/8"
2 available
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Purdue Fort Wayne Large Flag
1 available



Lawn Games
Game Description - In Bocce Ball, teams work to get their game balls as close to the
target ball as possible. The scoring team receives one point for each of their balls
that is closer to the jack than the closest ball of the other team.

Bocce Ball

Game Description - Checkers is a strategy board game for two players, which
involve diagonal moves of uniform game pieces and mandatory captures by
jumping over opponent pieces.

Giant Checkers

Game Description - Chess is a board game of strategic skill for two players, played
on a checkered board. Each player begins the game with sixteen pieces that are
moved and used to capture opposing pieces according to precise rules. The object 
 is to put the opponent's king under a direct attack from which escape is impossible.

Giant Chess

Game Description - Connect 4 is a two-player connection board game, in which the
players choose a color and then take turns dropping colored tokens into a seven-
column, six-row vertically suspended grid. The objective of the game is to be the
first to form a horizontal, vertical, or diagonal line of four of one's own tokens.

Giant Connect 4

Game Description - Corn hole is a lawn game where players or teams take turns
throwing fabric beanbags at a raised, angled board with a hole in its far end. The
goal of the game is to score points by either landing a bag on the board or putting    
 a bag through the hole.

Corn Hole
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Lawn Games
Game Description - In Jenga, players take turns removing one block at a time from 
 a tower constructed of blocks. Each block removed is then placed on top of the
tower, creating a progressively more unstable structure.

Giant Jenga

Game Description - Ladder Golf is a lawn game played by throwing bolas (two   
 balls connected by a string) onto a ladder. The different rings on the ladder count
for different points that a player can earn.

Ladder Golf

Game Description - Dice that can be used for different games like yard Yahtzee or
Farkle.

Lawn Dice for Yahtzee or Farkle

Game Description - Kan Jam is a flying disc game, played with a flying disc and   
 two cans into which players deflect the disc. Teams of two players take turns
tossing a disc between two plastic cans, scoring points if the disc hits or is   
 deflected into one of the cans.

Kan Jam
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Game Description - Get the party going with the Ultimate Hatchet Toss Game! Grab
your axe, take aim at the target, and go for the bullseye! The axes are lightweight
and easy to throw at the sturdy, bristle target.

Hatchet Toss



Lawn Games

Game Description - Spikeball is a combination between volleyball and four-square.
It is played 2 vs 2, with a taut hula hoop sized Spike ball net placed between the
teams. A player starts a point by serving the ball down on the net so it ricochets up
at their opponents. The serving team has up to three hits between them to control
the ball and bounce it back off the net.

Spike Ball
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Game Description - Race your four game pieces from start around the board to your
home in this Parcheesi type game. By turning over a card from the draw deck and
following its instructions, players move their pieces around the game board, switch
places with players, and knock opponents' off the track and back to start.

Giant Sorry



Board/Card Games
5 Second Rule

Game Description - Score the most points by giving three answers before the balls
twist down to the bottom of the timer! Pick a card, read the seemingly easy topic,
then start the timer! Now with only 5 seconds to name 3 things that fit the topic, it
doesn't seem so easy! 

Players - 3 or more

Game Description - A Little Wordy is a tile-unscrambling game. It's a clever word
game that doesn't require a mighty vocabulary to outsmart your opponent. Guess
your opponent's secret word from their letter tiles and clues. Their word could be
complex or impressive, maddeningly simple, and either could win.

A Little Wordy

Players - 2 players

Game Description - All of Us is a trivia battle between multigenerational teams of
players. The questions are categorized by generation, and teams are free to    
 choose among the various categories: Boomers, Gen X, Millennials, & Gen Z.  
 Teams alternate answering trivia questions.

All of Us

Players - 2-12 players

Game Description - Apples to Apples is a party game where players start with a
hand of seven red apple cards, feature nouns. Players rotate being the judge by
playing a green card, a adjective. The round is won by playing the red apple card
that the judge determines to be the best match for the green apple card.

Apples to Apples

Players - Up to 10 players

Game Description - Based on the TV game show. Contestants earn money
incrementally based on a payout ladder by answering simple trivia questions,    
 with the game themed as a school quiz.

Are You Smarter Than a 5th Grader?

Players - 2-4 players
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Board/Card Games
Avalon

Game Description - Avalon is a game where each player is randomly given a role   
 by being dealt a card face down. There are two teams: the evil team and the good
team. The number of players on each team varies with the number of players in  
 the game.

Players - 5-10 players

Game Description - Azul is an abstract strategy board game. Players collect sets of
similarly colored tiles, which they place on their player board. When a row is  
 filled, one of the tiles is moved into a square pattern on the right side of the player
board, where it garners points based on where it is in relation to the other tiles.

Azul

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - Backgammon is played by moving counters on a board or  
 table. The object of the game being a race to a goal, with the movement of the
counters being controlled by the throw of two dice. Elements of chance and skill 
 are nicely balanced in Backgammon so that each is essential to victory.

Backgammon

Players - 2 players

Game Description - Balderdash features compelling, unbelievable-but true   
 content in five categories: famous people, words, initials, laws, and movies. Make
up creative definitions and guesses to read alongside the real answers. How well
can you fake it? Score points when you do and call other player's bluffs.

Balderdash

Players - 2-6 players

Game Description - Bamboozled is a party style bluffing game where players must
roll the dice and tie or beat the previous player, but if they don't, they have to  
 bluff! Each player starts with 3 lives. If you get caught bluffing, you lose a life,      
 but if you get away with a bluff, you get a Bamboozled card.

Bamboozled

Players - 2-8 players
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Board/Card Games
Battle of the Sexes

Game Description - The aim of the game is to test your knowledge (or what you
think you know) of the opposite sex through a series of gender-based trivia
questions.

Players - 2 or more players

Game Description - Battleship is the classic naval combat game that brings  
 together competition, strategy, and excitement. In head-to-head battle, you    
 search for the enemy's fleet of ships and destroy them one by one. Try to protect
your own fleet while you annihilate your opponents.

Battleship

Players - 2 players

Game Description - From the outrageous places traveled, to the basic things   
 people do every day. This easy-to-play game is a great ice breaker for groups of  
 new friends and a must-have at every game night. Players score by guessing the
number of players who have Been There or Done That.

Been There Done That

Players - 3-12 players

Game Description - Before or After is a fun take on the trivia game. Instead of
knowing specific details about historical figures and events, players aim to guess
when things happened, or more precisely, when one thing happened compared     
 to another.

Before or After

Players - 2 or more players

Game Description - Blank Slate is the clever party game where you try to predict
what others are thinking. Everyone secretly writes a word that completes a    
 phrase on the cue card, but choose your word carefully; you score the most     
 points for matching words with only one other person.

Blank Slate

Players - 3-8 players
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Board/Card Games
Blink

Game Description - Blink is the lightening-fast game where two players race     
 head-to-head to be the first to play all of their cards. Using sharp eyes and fast
hands, players quickly try to match the shape, count or color on the cards.

Players - 2 players

Game Description - Blockbuster is a movie game for anyone who has seen a    
 movie, and like all the best films, it comes in two parts. You're racing against the
clock to describe, quote, and act out as many movies as you can. The goal is to  
 build a deck of eight 'genre' cards before your opponents do.

Blockbuster

Players - 4 or more players

Game Description - Blokus is centered around one rule, pieces of the same color
can only touch at the corners. Choose your color. Each player claims a different
color, then strives to have their pieces dominate the board.

Blokus

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - Boggle is a word game where players use a plastic grid of
lettered dice, in which players look for words in sequences of adjacent letters.

Boggle

Players - 2 or more players

Game Description - Pick the game you want to play with your group. There are so
many different types of card games that you can challenge each other to.

Playing Cards

Players - Varies by game
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Board/Card Games
Catan

Game Description - In Catan, players take on the roles of settlers, each      
 attempting to build and develop holding while trading and acquiring resources.
Players gain victory points as their settlements grow; the first to reach a set  
 number of victory points, typically 10, wins.

Players - 3-6 players

Game Description - Catch Phrase is a unique word game that plays a lot like
Charades where the goal of the game is to get your teammates to correctly guess      
 a word by providing clues. Using a specialized game unit, two teams play head       
 to head to be the first to reach 7 points by correctly guessing words.

Catch Phrase

Players - 4 or more players

Game Description - Checkers is a strategy board game for two players, which
involve diagonal moves of uniform game pieces and mandatory captures by
jumping over opponent pieces.

Checkers

Players - 2 players

Game Description - Chess is a board game of strategic skill for two players. Each
player begins the game with sixteen pieces that are moved and used to capture
opposing pieces according to precise rules. The object is to put the opponent's   
 king under a direct attack from which escape is impossible.

Chess

Players - 2 players

Game Description - In Chinese Checkers, the objective is to be the first to race all  
 of their pieces across the hexagram-shared board into the corner of the star
opposite one's starting corner. In Gobang, the objective is to build a row of five
consecutive stones of your color.

Chinese Checkers & Gobang

Players - Chinese Checkers - 2-6 players. Gobang - 2 players
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Board/Card Games
Choose One

Game Description - In Choose one, one player is the chooser. They pick a topic  
 card from their hand and present it to the group. Then everyone else tries to   
 figure out which of the two options the chooser will pick.

Players - 3-10 players

Game Description - In Clue, each player assumes the role of one of the six    
 suspects and attempts to deduce the correct answer by strategically moving  
 around a game board representing the rooms of a mansion and collecting clues
about the circumstances of the murder from the other players.

Clue

Players - 2-6 players

Game Description - In Codenames, two teams compete by each having a
"spymaster" give one-word clues that can point to multiple words on the board.  
 The other players on the team attempt to guess their team's words while avoiding
the words of the other team.

Codenames

Players - 4-8+ players

Game Description - Connect 4 is a two-player connection board game, in which the
players choose a color and then take turns dropping colored tokens into a seven-
column, six-row vertically suspended grid. The objective of the game is to be the
first to form a horizontal, vertical, or diagonal line of four of one's own tokens.

Connect 4

Players - 2 players

Game Description - Cosmic Encounter is a game of interplanetary colonization   
 and cunning negotiations in which 3 to 5 players become the leader's unique alien
species seeking to colonize as many planets as possible away from your native
system. The first leader to colonize five planets in other species' system wins.

Cosmic Encounter

Players - 3-5 players
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Board/Card Games
Cursed Court

Game Description - Cursed Court is a game of bidding and bluffing. Each player  
 can access a different set of limited information (via shared cards and public cards)
about who will wield influence in court each year. Place bets on known influencers
or bluff elsewhere in the hopes of pointing your opponents in the wrong direction.

Players - 2 players

Game Description - In Dabble, players pick 20 tiles each, and then attempt to   
 create a 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 letter word in five minutes. The first player to accomplish
the goal receives the points from the tiles that their opponents were unable to use.

Dabble

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - Be the first to discard all of your cards and win the round, but
watch out! A 'Deer in the Headlights' roll will stall your progress.

Deer in the Headlights

Players - 2 or more players

Game Description - Big Thunder Mountain Railroad Game challenges you with
navigating a haunted gold mine and collecting treasure. But much like the ride
itself, there's a curse to contend with - the game will change at random thanks to
flooding, storms, wayward dynamite, and even the discovery of old dinosaur bones.

Disney's Big Thunder Mountain Railroad Game

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - In Codenames, two teams compete by each having a
"spymaster" give one-word clues that can point to multiple words on the board.  
 The other players on the team attempt to guess their teams' words while avoiding
the words of the other team.

Disney's Codenames

Players - 4-8+ players
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Board/Card Games
Dixit

Game Description - Using a deck of cards illustrated with dreamlike images,  
 players select cards that match a title suggested by the "storyteller," and attempt   
 to guess which card the "storyteller" selected.

Players - 3-6 players

Game Description - In Do You Know Me?, each player takes a turn in the hot seat,
with the player to their right reading a set of five hilarious yes-or-no question  
 cards about them. The group then tries to guess whether the answer is yes or no
using their voting cards.

Do You Know Me?

Players - 2-8 players

Game Description - Each player draws seven tiles, and the tiles are played into
tricks. Each trick counts as one point, and any domino with a multiple of five      
 dots counts towards the total of the hand.

Dominoes

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - The objective of Dutch Blitz is to score points by playing as
many cards as possible on Ditch Piles, and by emptying the Blitz Pile as quickly      
 as possible. This is done by playing cards from the Blitz Pile, Post Piles, and      
 Wood Pile on the Dutch Piles.

Dutch Blitz

Players - 2-4 players

Escape Room in a Box: Flashback

Game Description - To beat this exciting escape room game, you and your friends
have 90 minutes to decipher clues, solve puzzles, crack codes and flee the mad
scientist werewolf, Doc Gnaw! This game challenges your team to work together   
 to solve 19 puzzles, including 4 real combination locks, to escape your fate.

Players - 2-8 players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - Inspired by The Walking Dead series, players work together    
 to try and break into a safe haven! Each Group has 90 minutes to solve the       
 puzzles and open the door or be "silenced forever!" The "walkers" are out there.

Escape Room in a Box: The Walking Dead Board Game

Players - 4-8 players

Game Description - Players have one-half of a broken time machine. Solve     
 puzzles and the Puzzle Box within 75 minutes to get the time machine working
again! The game features multiple engaging challenges with paper and physical
puzzles.

Escape Room in a Box: Time Drifters

Players - 2-6 players

Game Description - In this Escape Room, you must solve the riddles to earn new
puzzle pieces and unlock new rooms. It is your only way to exit the game and
survive. You solve one large puzzle by completing 5 separate puzzles. Read the  
 story and solve the riddles to earn your puzzle pieces and your eventual escape!

Escape Room: The Game Puzzle

Players - 1-2 players

Game Description - Draft sports categories you can dominate, or risk playing
outside your comfort zone to net the big sore. If you dropped the ball on your      
 last answer, recover points in the mini-sports Instant Replay challenges.      
 Outscore the opposing team or meet them in Sudden Death to decide the winner.

ESPN Trivia Night

Players - 2-10 players

Game Description - In the Werewolf Experiment, everyone in the game is after    
 the same goal: to escape! You have to solve 19 mental and physical puzzles before   
 a mad scientist turns you into werewolves - and you only have an hour to do it!

Escape Room in a Box: The Werewolf Experiment

Players - 2-8 players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - The founders paved the way for securities trading. Now it's 
 your turn to get rich and play the market. Cash in big or go for broke in the game
that is all about trying to outwit your opponents and corner the market to become
the best trader on the Exchange.

Exchange

Players - 3-6 players

Game Description - Five Crowns is a five-suited rummy-style card game that 
 appeals to a wide array of card players! This classic game is a quick favorite that
features a unique double deck that contains five suits: spades, clubs, hearts,
diamonds, and stars! This special deck makes it easier to arrange your hand into
books and runs.

Five Crowns Card Game

Players - 1-7 players

Game Description - For Sale is a quick, fun game nominally about buying and
selling real estate. During the game's two distinct phases, players first bid for
several buildings, then, after all buildings have been bought, sell the buildings     
 for the greatest profit possible.

For Sale

Players - Up to 6 players

Game Description - In Forbidden Desert, a thematic sequel to Forbidden Island,
players take on the roles of brave adventures who must throw caution to the wind
and survive both blistering heat and blustering sand in order to recover a  
 legendary flying machine buried under an ancient desert city.

Forbidden Desert

Players - Up to 5 players

Game Description - Exploding Kittens is a highly strategic, kitty-powered version  
 of Russian Roulette. Basically, if you draw an Exploding Kitting, you lose and are
full of loser sad-sauce. All the other cards in the deck help you avoid or mitigate
your risk of drawing an Exploding Kitten. If you don't explode, you win!

Exploding Kittens

Players - 2-5 players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - Forbidden Island is a cooperative board game where two to  
 four players take the roles of different adventurers, moving around a mysterious
island, looking for hidden treasures as the island sinks around them.

Forbidden Island

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - In this hilarious game, you read a topic card and then write
down your response. It can be anything that comes to mind, there is no right or
wrong answer. Then all the responses are read aloud and you have to figure out
who said what.

Game of Things

Players - 4 or more players

Game Description - Go is an adversarial game with the objective of surrounding       
 a larger total area of the board with one's stones than the opponent. As the game
progresses, the players position stones on the board to map out formations and
potential territories

Go

Players - 2 players

Game Description - Happy Salmon is a simple, ultra-fast, very silly card game.
There are no turns. Players call out the action shown on their cards as fast as they
can. When two players have a match, they celebrate by performing the action. 

Happy Salmon

Players - Up to 12 players

Game Description - Fort Wayne - On Board is a real-estate board game, similar        
 to the board game Monopoly. The player's goal is to remain financially solvent
while forcing opponents into bankruptcy by buying and developing pieces of
property. This game is themed for the City of Fort Wayne.

Fort Wayne - On Board

Players - 2-6 players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - Test your skills in this fast-paced Quidditch themed game.      
 No one knows when the snitch will launch, and there are no turns in this board
game. Everything occurs in real time!

Harry Potten: Catch the Golden Snitch

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - Based on the primetime game show. Players will learn how  
 well they know pop culture, who can "doo" a song the best and which team can
conquer the Celebrity name game.

Hollywood Game Night

Players - 4-8 players

Game Description - Test your color knowledge and guessing abilities. A vibrant
group party game where players are challenged to make connections to colors   
 with words. Using only one and two-word clues, players try to get others to guess    
 a specific hue from the 480 color squares on the unique game board.

Hues & Clues Game

Players - 3-10 players

Game Description - Players channel their inner detective to investigate the     
 murder at the Old Scratch Tavern. Uncover the motives of each suspect through
ciphers, clues, and puzzles that progress the story to its thrilling conclusion.
Realistic evidence and documents guide players with tons of twists and turns.

Hunt a Killer: Death at the Dive Bar

Players - 1-5 players

Game Description - Quickly ask questions & guess the card on your head before       
 it blasts off your headband! Race against the clock and the other team. Try to   
 figure out the card on your head, but don't tale too much time - the card will       
 blast off and you'll start over.

Headbanz

Players - 4 or more players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - Players channel their inner detective to investigate the    
 mystery of Magnolia Gardens. Sort through testimonials, create timelines, pour
over evidence and confirm alibis to crack the case.

Hunt a Killer: Nancy Drew Mystery

Players - 1-6 players

Game Description - In Incan Gold, players push their luck as they head into a  
 ruined temple, attempting to find the most jewels. Each turn, a card is turned    
 over that increases that gold found in a temple or shows a hazard.

Incan Gold

Players - Up to 8 players

Game Description - Incohearent is a game that will get you talking. Let the laughs
begin as you compete to make sense out of gibberish from pop-culture categories. 
 A rotating judge flips the time and holds a card up so that only they can see the
answer, but everyone else sees the incohearent phrase.

Incohearent

Players - 4 or more players

Game Description - In JaLink!, a category card is read, and players race to find two
pictures that share something in that category. Players keep the picture card they
use, and cards are replenished. After two minutes, another category card is turned
over, and the process repeats. Play until all the picture cards have been revealed.

JaLink!

Players - 2-6 players

Game Description - I Should Have Known That! is an addictively entertaining    
 trivia game with over 400 questions about things that you should know. In    
 contrast to traditional trivia formats, you do not receive points for answering
questions correctly. Instead, points are subtracted for every incorrect answer.

I Should Have Known That!

Players - 2 or more players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - In Jenga, players take turns removing one block at a time     
 from a tower constructed of blocks. Each block removed is then placed on top        
 of the tower, creating a progressively more unstable structure.

Jenga

Players - 1 or more players

Game Description - LCR Left Center Right is a fun, fast paced dice game that you
won't be able to put down! Players roll the dice to determine where they pass      
 their chips. The last player with chips is the winner and wins the center pot.

LCR (Left, Center, Right)

Players - 3 or more players

Game Description - Players draw a card from the deck of your choice. You can
either answer it for yourself, have your friends answer it, or take turns answering
the same question. The goal is to get to know each other better.

Let's Get Deep: Friends Edition

Players - 2 or more players

Game Description - In this fun board game, every crossroad brings exciting    
 twists, turns, and adventures. Players get to make some big life decisions. They   
 can choose whether or not to go to college, to get married, grow their family, or
retire early.

The Game of Life

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - You play mutant monsters, gigantic robots, and strange      
 aliens - all of whom are destroying Tokyo in order to become the one and only   
 King of Tokyo. In order to win, one must either destroy Tokyo by accumulating     
 20 victor points, or be the only surviving monster once the fighting has ended.

King of Tokyo

Players - 2-6 or more players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - Loaded Questions is a hilarious board game that tests players  
 on how well they know each other with over 500 fun personality-filled questions.

Loaded Questions

Players - 2-6 questions players

Game Description - Long Story Short mixes social media with the time-tested fun   
 of storytelling. Each round, the Storyteller shares an experience or story with       
 the group using the fun story starters. The storyteller tells a story that is either    
 true or false.

Long Story Short

Players - 4-8 players

Game Description - Mancala is a count-and-capture board game. Players take   
 turns moving all of the markers into the board pits. The player who has captured
the most markers into their pit wins the game.

Mancala

Players - 2 players

Game Description - Everyone is a lip reader in this game of massive mouth
magnification! Draw a category card, hold the mega-magnifier up to your       
 mouth, and silently speak to your teammates. Do not say the words out loud!
Players are awarded tokens for every answer they guess correctly.

Mega Mouth: The Game of Reading Lips

Players - 4-8 players

Game Description - Logo Party gives you and your friends exciting ways to play 
 with the brands that you love: Draw It, Do It, Describe It, and Reveal It! Watch        
 as a brand logo is slowly revealed. Shout out the answer first to win the card.

Logo Party

Players - 2 teams
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - This mind-challenging game has taken traditional trivia and
turned it on its side with more than 1,500 crazy questions. Try to make it through 
 an "Enlightening Round, stop a "Big Fat Lie" and play a "Mental Block" card to    
 give your opponents a real setback.

Mental Floss

Players - 2-6 players

Game Description - Long Story Short mixes social media with the time-tested fun   
 of storytelling. Each round, the Storyteller shares an experience or story with       
 the group using the fun story starters. The storyteller tells a story that is either    
 true or false.

Monopoly

Players - 4-8 players

Game Description - 250 prompt cards to cast your vote on who in the group is     
 Most Likely To ... have a picture with the most famous person, be the       
 responsible one, know how to use a fax machine and more. Cast your votes in
secret, and then reveal your answers. You do not want to be named.

Most Likely To

Players - 2 or more players

Game Description - Each player investigates a case assigned to them to       
 determine who the actual murderer is. Psychics receive numerous visions from  
 the ghost with clues. Can they determine the weapon, location, and killer, or will    
 a violent criminal pull off the perfect murder?

Mysterium

Players - Up to 7 players

Game Description - Mixed Nuts is a party/trivia game with a unique voting  
 element. Each of the trivia cards is double-sided with a question on both sides     
 and the answer to each question is on the opposite side; therefore, the person
reading the question can play along, too.

Mixed Nuts

Players - 2-8 players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - Get rid of all the cards in your hand by finding matches.
Whoever is left with the Old Maid card loses.

Old Maid

Players - 2 or more players

Game Description - Players take turns placing disks on the board with their
assigned color facing up. The objective of the game is to have a majority of          
 disks turned to display one's color when the last playable empty square is filled.

Othello

Players - 2 players

Game Description - Players must work together playing to their character's
strengths as they plan their strategy of eradicating the diseases before they
overwhelm the world with ever-increasing outbreaks. A truly cooperative game
where you win or lose together.

Pandemic

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - Players compete to be the first to reach 100 points or more        
 to win the game. You roll and if you get a Pig-Out or an Oinker, then you pass        
 the pigs onto the next player. If you get anything else, you may decide to roll    
 again or pass the pigs.

Pass the Pigs

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - Once Upon a Time is a game in which the players work   
 together to create a new fairy tale using elements from their cards like       
 dungeons, giants, and cauldrons. Steer the story toward the secret ending you   
 hold.

Once Upon a Time

Players - 2 or more players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - Phase 10 is the Rummy-type card game with a twist. Be the   
 first player to complete the 10 varied phases. Each phase is specific for each     
 hand, meaning each player must complete one phase before advancing to the     
 next round!

Phase 10

Players - 2 or more players

Game Description - Pit is a commodity trading game. Players offer trades by   
 crying out the number of cards they want to swap but not their identity. The   
 winner of the hand is the first to collect all of one commodity, and the winner         
 of the game is the first to 500 points.

Pit Deluxe

Players - 3-8 players

Game Description - Quelf is the unpredictable party game that gives random a    
 new game. Whether you're answering hilarious trivia, performing ridiculous
stunts, or obeying silly rules, Quelf will inspire you to use your creativity, wit,     
 and sense of humor in ways you've never imagined.

Quelf

Players - 3-8 players

Game Description - Rack-O is a sequential matching card game with the objective  
 of obtaining 10 numbers, in numerical order, in one's hand.

Rack-O

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - The hilarious and wildly popular Pie Face game now lets  
 players test their strength as they attempt to give their opponent a face full of
whipped cream. The game is set up like a strength-tester carnival game -     
 towering over 3 feet tall. One player stands, looks through the mask, and faces     
 the throwing arm.

Pie Face Sky High

Players - 2 or more players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - In this party game, one player will read out a setup card and
other players will then choose and play a punchline card to fill in the blank,  
 hoping the reader chooses it as the best card.

Relative Insanity

Players - 4-12 players

Game Description - Roll colorful dice, match them to target cards, and be the      
 first to hit 40 points to win.

Roll For It

Players - 4 players

Game Description - In Rollick, the entire team collaborates to act out clues              
 for one or more players to guess. It's a hysterical, fun, fast-paced team     
 competition game.

Rollick!

Players - 6 players

Game Description - In Rummikub, players take turns placing numbered tiles          
 in runs or groups, Rummy style-the first player to use all of their tiles wins.

Rummikub

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - In Risk, the goal is simple: players aim to conquer their
enemies' territories by building an army, moving their troops in, and engaging       
 in battle. Depending on the roll of the dice, a player will either defeat the enemy   
 or be defeated.

Risk

Players - 2-5 players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - In Say What You Meme, you create your own memes -     
 pictures with hysterical sayings found on Facebook, Twitter, Reddit and other
social media sites - and choose which are the funniest!

Say What You Meme

Players - 3-10 players

Game Description - Sequence is a board and card game. The players compete to
create rows, columns, or diagonals of 5 connected checkers placed on the cards 
 that the player has laid down. The game ends when someone has reached a
specified number of connections.

Sequence

Players - 2-6 players

Game Description - In Sheriff of Nottingham, players will not only be able to
experience Nottingham as a merchant of the city, but each turn one player will  
 step into the shoes of the Sheriff himself. Players declare goods they wish to     
 bring into the city, goods that are secretly stored in their burlap sack.

Sheriff of Nottingham

Players - 3-5 players

Game Description - Cards are played onto four shared building piles in      
 numerical sequence from 1-12. The winner will be whoever manages to empty  
 their stockpile first. 

Skip-Bo

Players - 2-6 players

Game Description - In this classic word game, players use their seven drawn    
 letter-tiles to form words on the gameboard. Each word laid out earns points   
 based on the commonality of the letters use, with certain board spaces giving
bonuses.

Scrabble

Players - 2-4 players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - Players arrange their cards on the playing surface building
"hills." Once a hill gets five cards high the sixth card will cause an "Avalanche"    
 and that player must take all of the cards in the row, leaving the sixth card to      
 start a new hill.

Slide 5

Players - 2-10 players

Game Description - In the Old West, the wily snake oil salesman had a special
talent, getting the most skeptical customers to buy the most dubious products.
Invent your own zany two-word products - Rumor Mirror! Burp Balloon! And sell
them to all types of wacky customers. If the customer buys your product, your win!

Snake Oil

Players - 3-10 players

Game Description - Race your four game pieces from start around the board to your
home in this Parcheesi type game. By turning over a card from the draw deck and
following its instructions, players move their pieces around the game board, switch
places with players, and knock opponents' pieces off the track and back to start.

Sorry

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - Split Decision is a trivia game featuring X-or Y pairings. You'll
be presented with a word or phrase, and you have you decide which it is. Get it
right, fill in a circle on your scoring pad. First person to fill up their card wins.

Split Decision

Players - 2-8 players

Game Description - Smart A** is the ultimate trivia game where everybody plays
every turn. With every question asked, every player can yell out the answer at any
time and as soon as they think they know the answer.

Smart A**

Players - 2-8 players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - Stuff Happens is as funny and surprising and crazy as real life.
Each card depicts a horrible event that has happened or could happen to you. A
panel of mental health experts has rated them all, from 1-100. Players have to put
ten cards in their correct order.

Stuff Happens

Players - 2-8 players

Game Description - Players take turns describing a word or phrase on a card to their
partner without using five common words or phrases. The opposing partners watch
a timer and use a buzzer to stop the game, buzz the player describing one of the off
limits words/phrases is used, or the describing player makes any gestures.

Taboo

Players - 4-10 players

Game Description - Taco Cat Goat Cheese Pizza is filled to the brim with hand-
slapping mayhem! As in Snap and Dobble, each player receives a card from their
hand face up into a community pile while saying taco/cat/goat/cheese/pizza in
player sequence.

Taco Cat Goat Cheese Pizza

Players - 2-8 players

Game Description - Taco vs. Burrito is a deliciously unpredictable card game where
players compete to create the weirdest, wildest meal. But beware, the health
inspector and order envy can ruin your meal. Once any one player is out of cards,
the game is instantly over and the player with the most points win.

Taco vs. Burrito

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - In the super-fast sushi card game, you are eating at a sushi
restaurant and trying to grab the best combination of sushi dishes. Score points for
collecting the most sushi rolls or making a full set of sashimi. But be careful which
sushi you allow your friends to take, it might be just what they need to beat you.

Sushi Go!

Players - 2-5 players
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Board/Card Games
Game Description - Each player begins by sketching a telestrations words dictated
by the roll of a die. All players pass their sketch to the next player, who must guess
what's been drawn. Players then pass their guess - which hopefully matches the
original word to the next players who must draw the word they see and so on.

Telestrations

Players - 4-8 players

Game Description - The Worst-Case Scenario challenges players to use their
survival instincts and skills to outlast their opponents. Each question has three
possible answers: if you get it right, you move ahead, if you get it wrong your
opponent moves ahead, leaving you to face the peril at hand.

The Worst-Case Scenario

Players - 2-10 players

Game Description - There's been a murder in an austere country house in 1930s
England. Everyone's a suspect, but nobody wants to talk about it. Can the players
work together to solve the mystery, or will the murderer escape justice.

There's Been a Murder

Players - 3-8 players

Game Description - Throw Throw Burrito is what you get when you cross a card
game with dodgeball. Try to collect matching sets of cards faster than your
opponents while simultaneously ducking, dodging, and throwing squishy airborne
burritos.

Throw Throw Burrito

Players - 2-6 players
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Game Description - Players collect cards of various types of train cars they then use
to claim railway routes. The longer the routes, the more points they earn.
Additional points come to those who fulfill destination tickets, goal cards that
connect cities; and points to the player who builds the longest continuous route.

Ticket to Ride

Players - 2-5 players



Board/Card Games

Game Description - Think you know it all? Test your knowledge of everything trivial
with the pop culture multi-media version of everyone's favorite trivia game. Tease
your brain with over 1,000 questions and a DVD with 400 questions. Best your
buddies in television, movies, music, sports/games, buzz and fad categories to win.

Trivial Pursuit - Pop Culture DVD

Players - 2 or more players

Game Description - Players race to empty their hands and catch opposing players
with cards left in theirs, which score points. In turns, players attempt to play a card
by matching its color, number, or word to the top most card on the discard pile.

Uno

Players - 2-10 players

Game Description - Players race to empty their hands and catch opposing players
with cards left in theirs, which score points. In turns, players attempt to play a card
by matching its color, number, or word to the top most card on the discard pile.

Uno Deluxe

Players - 2-10 players

Game Description - Time's Up! is a charades-based party game. In each round, team
members take turns trying to get their teammates to guess as many names as
possible in 30 seconds. The game is played in 3 rounds. In round 1, any kind of clue
is offered. In 2, players can only use 1 word to describe. In 3, no words are allowed.

Time's Up

Players - 4 or more players
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Game Description - Uno gets a brand new twist. The card deck is double-sided with
a "light" side and a "dark" side. You start playing with the light side, but if someone
plays a flip card, you have to switch to playing the dark side. And on the dark side,
there are different action cards with stiffer penalties.

Uno Flip

Players - 2-10 players



Board/Card Games

Game Description - A familiar phrase or name is hidden on the game board. Players
must spin the Wheel of Fortune to determine how much each letter, if revealed, is
worth to one's account. Only the player who solves the word puzzle can keep the
earnings made for that round.

Wheel of Fortune - 5th Edition

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - You are bird enthusiasts - researchers, bird watchers,
ornithologists, and collectors seeking to discover and attract the best birds to your
network of wildlife preserves. Each bird extends a chain of combinations in one of
your habitats. The winner is the player with the most points after 4 rounds.

Wingspan

Players - 1-5 players

Game Description - In Wits & Wagers, each player writes a guess to a question and
places it face-up on the betting mat. Think you know the answer? Bet on your guess.
The closest answer, without going over, pays out according to the odds on the
betting mat. Strike it big and you'll be cheering like you just hit the jackpot!

Wits & Wagers

Players - 3-7 players

Game Description - What is a hilarious party game of who-said-what. Players are
asked to write responses to questions and situations, and everyone must guess who
wrote what. There is no need to be truthful or tasteful. Feel free to be as silly or as
funny as you want. Honesty is not the best policy in this game. 

What

Players - 5 or more players
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Game Description - In Word on the Street, players try to claim letter tiles from the
game board. On a turn, one team is presented with a category such as "types of
fruit," and that team has 30 seconds to come up with an answer in that category,
then move the letters in that word toward their side of the game board.

Word on the Street

Players - 2-10 players



Board/Card Games

Game Description - A familiar phrase or name is hidden on the game board. Players
must spin the Wheel of Fortune to determine how much each letter, if revealed, is
worth to one's account. Only the player who solves the word puzzle can keep the
earnings made for that round.

Would You Rather?

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - In Yahtzee, each player's turn consists of rolling the dice up to 3
times in hope of making 1 of 13 categories. When all players have entered a score or
a zero for all 13 categories, the game ends and total scores are compared.

Yahtzee

Players - 2-10 players

Game Description - What is your worst nightmare? The winner is the first player to
score 13 points by correctly ranking the fears of the other players. Your Worst
Nightmare spurs great conversation that help people start the process of facing
their fears. It's the card game that turns fear into fun.

Your Worst Nightmare

Players - 2-4 players

Game Description - Wordy Word pits two teams against one another with each team
creating words so that the other team can try to figure out what was created. The
team members think up words that fit constraints from the game dice as quickly as
possible, stopping their sand time as soon as they are finished.

Wordy Word

Players - 4 or more players
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